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Theme verse: Acts 4:13 Now when they saw the boldness of Peter and John, and 

perceived that they were uneducated, common men, they were astonished. And they 

recognized that they had been with Jesus. (ESV) 

Introduction:  Bashir Mohammed 

Context  

Exegesis   

Main point: Jesus shocks everyone by calling the most despised of all people and people groups 

to enter the Kingdom of God. We are to consider no one to be outside the reach of God’s grace. 

1. Unlike Peter, John, Andrew, James, Philip and Nathaniel, Matthew had no prior 

exposure to Jesus (that we know of) and so his decision to immediately leave his 

livelihood (his life as he knew it) is even more extraordinarily amazing. Most likely this 

was because he was so overcome by God’s grace. After all, in the eyes of his 

countrymen he was: 

 A despicable treasonous traitor. Being a tax collector was an acceptable 

occupation in the eyes of the Lord but certainly not in the eyes of Israelis.  

  Everyone knows I am a Trump supporter. But I am the first to shout out 

“America’s salvation is not found in Donald Trump.”   

 It is wrong to mix the church and American nationalism. The church has 

ministry and missions that reach far beyond our borders.  

 Practically that means also that if a Bernie Sanders supporter came into 

the church wearing a Bernie button (a Hillary button might be pushing it) 

that he or she would be just as welcome here and in my home as a 

person wearing a MAGA hat. 

 A dishonest thief.   

 Was he really a thief? Most likely not since he didn’t respond like 

Zaccheus.  That doesn’t mean he wasn’t thought of as a thief. 

 Some of the most despised and hated people in society, then and now 

would be those who are low enough to steal widow’s houses away from 



them and leave them destitute. Exodus 22:22–24 [22] You shall not 

mistreat any widow or fatherless child. [23] If you do mistreat them, and 

they cry out to me, I will surely hear their cry, [24] and my wrath will 

burn, and I will kill you with the sword, and your wives shall become 

widows and your children fatherless. (ESV)  

 But if we get super angry with someone who is unjustly stealing from the 

helpless, shouldn’t we also look at whether our records with taxes are 

100% pure and honest. 

 Closest I can come to comparisons would be a dishonest mechanic who 

overcharges women esp. widows for work that does not need to be done. 

Would that person be welcome in our church? 

 An Irreligious Reject who Defies All Societal Norms. 

 According to Jewish customs, Jews were not to have any contact with 

Gentiles.  As a tax collector Matthew handled their money maybe even 

touched their robes or worse their hands when money exchanged hands. 

That meant he was defiled and unclean.  No synagogue worship for him 

and no invites to Jewish homes for dinner. 

 Closest I can come to a comparison would be some of the folks who came 

to our church in Detroit Lakes when the previous pastor intentionally 

reached out to the hard core biker crowd who were known for an 

abundance of immoral sexual trysts and multiple liasons.  How well 

would they be received into our fellowship before promising to bathe 

and practice celibacy for a month? 

2. Here’s the shocker.  This Bernie Sanders supporting, dishonest mechanic, who hasn’t 

bathed in a month and sleeps with every women willing to share a bed kind-of-person is 

rewarded by God’s grace to be a foundation stone of the New Jerusalem.  Revelation 

21:14    

 This should do more than cut legalism off at the knees, it should put 45 bullet 

through its heart and leave the self-righteous abominable attitude dead and 

bleeding on the floor never to rise again. 


